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Introduction
Globalisation is changing the nature of English language learning. Paradoxically, it has
involved the strengthening of local interpretations, traditions and practices, all of which can
vary enormously as a consequence of the particularities of local settings. Consequently
localised contexts of learning are emerging that, as a result of unique combinations of
cultural, social and linguistic factors, are highly distinct. Within this climate of “linguisticcultural heterogeneity” (Canagarajah 2007: 925) the relationships between individuals and the
English-speaking identities they develop differ widely. Not only do differences exist between
as well as within learning contexts, but because learners’ goals and identities are embedded in
local realities and contextual particularities, it is becoming ever more difficult to characterise
interrelations between context, motivation and pedagogies in any general sense (Ushioda,
2013: 235).
The diversity of environments in which English is encountered and the varying affordances
that individual learners attune to in these contexts present serious challenges for practitioners.
As recognised by teachers in a number of European countries, while many students will
readily engage with English in social practices outside school, they can often be reluctant to
invest effort in formal learning (Henry 2013; Taylor 2013; Ushioda 2013). It is against this
backdrop that, in a Swedish setting where English is near-ubiquitous in everyday
environments and, for young people in particular, is the preferred medium of communication
in many discourse practices, the current study seeks to understand the impact that out-of1

school encounters with English can have on classroom motivation. Based on questionnairegenerated data from 116 upper secondary students, and drawing on emerging research into, (i)
differing types of English language-speaking identities and their impact on the selfdiscrepancies at the heart of the motivational process, (ii) students’ beliefs about the relative
efficacy of language learning in instructed and natural environments, and (iii) differing
experiences of self-authenticity when engaging with English in varying social contexts, the
study seeks to consider the effects these phenomena can have on motivated behaviour in
instructed learning.

Discrepancies between current and ideal L2 selves

Notions of identity in L2 motivation research
The previous decade’s paradigm shift in L2 motivation research came about in no small part
as a consequence of the recognition that learners of English develop an identification with the
“sociocultural loading” of global English, and that this identification is “associated with a
non-parochial, cosmopolitan, globalized world-citizen identity” (Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015: 79).
However, irrespective of whether motivation to learn English is conceptualised as stemming
from a perception of wanting to become part of a wider, global community, or from an
identification with a particular ethnolinguistic group (Gardner and Lambert 1972), L2
motivation researchers have generally regarded the individual’s language-speaking/learning
identity to be bilocular. That is to say that, in addition to a locally-grounded and L1-mediated
identity, a separate dimension of the learner’s identity derives from an affinity with, and
aspiration to become part of a wider, imagined community of target language (TL) speakers. i
In their seminal investigations of L2 learners’ identifications with other ethnolinguistic
groups, Gardner and his colleagues argued that, when affiliations with another community are
established, the individual is likely to develop a ‘bicultural identity’ which encompasses the
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sense of a membership of both their own, and the other group (Lambert 1972: 232). Even
though the shift of focus from out-group identifications to internal domains of the self has
changed the ways in which the generation of effortful behaviour is understood,
conceptualisations of identity in L2 motivation research continue to stress its bilocular nature
(see e.g. Stracke, Jones and Bamley 2014). Drawing on Arnett’s (2002) work on the impact of
globalization on identities, and his contention that some aspects of a person’s identity remain
locally-rooted (deriving from participation in local cultural practices) while others are global
in nature (stemming from an awareness of and participation in a broader global culture),
Lamb (2004) similarly suggests that learners of English develop ‘bicultural identities’.
Enabling affiliations with both local and global communities, Lamb explains how, for the
Indonesian students he studied, a bicultural identity meant that they could simultaneously be
‘both a Sumatran Indonesian and an Indonesian world citizen’ (2004: 15).
Although the L2 identities of students learning English as an international language have
not been widely investigated in motivation research, support for a bilocular conceptualisation
of the type proposed by Lamb (2004) has been found in different contexts. In a German
setting Erling (2007), for example, reported that the sociolinguistic profiles of the students she
surveyed indicated that they ‘no longer conceive of themselves as just citizens of a nation’,
but also recognise ‘the potential of English for participating in various global communities
that use the language’ (126). Similarly, in a study carried out in Hong Kong, Sung (2014)
found that learners of English had distinct local and global identities, and that while some
‘preferred to foreground either their local or global identities’ (47), others favoured displaying
‘both their local and global identities simultaneously’ (49).

Self discrepancies and the generation of motivation
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Framed in the context of self-discrepancy theory (Higgins, 1987), motivated behaviour to
learn English is conceptualized as the outcome of ongoing processes in which learners work
on developing the global element of a bicultural identity. That is to say, motivation is
generated by a desire to reduce the gap between the individual’s current self-image as a
‘global citizen’ and the image of themselves as a global citizen in the future (Dörnyei, 2005).
However while in many settings the future image of being a global citizen (reflecting the
global part of the person’s bicultural identity) will function as a powerful target to aim at, it
may not do so in all. In contexts where the influence of global flows of digital medias is
profound, where, through processes of adaptation, appropriation and restyling (Allen 2011),
domestically produced medias subtly take on the forms of foreign counterparts, and where in
everyday interaction people participate in globally-oriented, English-mediated discourse
practices, identities that comprise distinctly ‘local’ and ‘global’ dimensions may be hard to
discern (Henry and Goddard 2015). In such contexts, as Arnett (2002) suggests, rather than
developing bicultural identities, people may instead develop hybrid identities.
Hybrid identities, as Arnett makes clear, emerge when local cultures become modified by
globalisation. As ‘local’ cultures become increasingly indistinct, so too, he contends, do
‘local’ identities. In a hybrid identity local and global cultures merge (Hermans and DiMaggio
2007). Rather than living in or affiliating with particular cultures (as implied in bilocular
conceptualisations of identity), people instead find themselves on the interfaces between
cultures. They find themselves in contexts where cultures interact and interconnect. This,
Hermans and DiMaggio (2007) argue, impacts on identity as it is in the self of the individual
that different cultures ‘come together and meet’ (35). Consequently, in many contemporary
societies, hybridity (as opposed to the notion of a bicultural identity) can better capture the
complexity of influences at play.
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In settings where exposure to English and participation in English-mediated discourse
practices are extensive, people are likely to develop either a strong global identity or a hybrid
identity that lacks distinguishably ‘global’ and ‘local’ components. These identity types have
an impact on the nature of the visions people have of themselves as speakers/users of English.
Specifically, for people in contexts where English is a part of everyday life, the discrepancy
they perceive between their current L2 self and their ideal L2 self may not be as great as in
contexts where English is not as prominent. Consequently, the contribution played by the
Ideal L2 Self in generating motivation may not be as central as it is in settings where the
impact of global cultures is less profound, and where the presence of English is less pervasive.

Beliefs
Recognising the need for more situated analyses of learners’ motivation, researchers have
begun to investigate ‘key motivational cognitions’ that can explain differences in students’
approaches to classroom learning (Ushioda 2012: 61). These include learners’ attributions and
beliefs. The amount of effort an individual is prepared to channel into language learning is, to
a degree, determined by beliefs held about the nature of learning and evaluations of previous
successes and failures. Beliefs are subjective realities and, because beliefs about SLA are
variable, context-embedded and complexly interrelated, they encompass not just matters that
the individual perceives to be true (and is sufficiently confident about to act upon), but also
knowledge which is contingently accepted as true (Barcelos 2003).
In SLA work on beliefs is informed by a number of mainstream theories. While for
example Hsieh and colleagues (e.g. Hsieh and Schallert 2008) have explored language
learners’ attributions, Mills and colleagues (Mills, Pajares and Herron 2007) have examined
their self-efficacy beliefs. With regard to students’ beliefs about the relative efficacy of
acquisition in naturalistic and instructed settings, work carried out by Mercer and Ryan
(Mercer and Ryan 2010; Ryan and Mercer 2011, 2012) is of particular interest. Drawing on
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Dweck’s (1999) research into the ways in which views about intelligence impact on the
generation of motivation and willingness to engage in learning activities, Mercer and Ryan
argue that strong beliefs about natural talent and the efficacy of acquisition in naturalistic
settings can demotivate and disempower learners in the language classroom.
In their adaptation of Dweck’s incremental/entity theorist distinction, Mercer and Ryan
identify two varieties of what they term ‘language learning mindsets’. These mindsets, they
hypothesise, regulate the approach students take to learning activities. A fixed language
learning mindset, they argue, is characteristic of a person who holds the belief that successful
language learning is attributable to natural talent or an innate ability. Someone who, on the
other hand, holds the belief that language skills can be developed as a result of effort and
practice is said to have a growth language learning mindset. For students with fixed language
learning mindsets, Ryan and Mercer further argue that beliefs about the role of natural talent
are related to beliefs about the value of time spent ‘in a county where the language is widely
spoken and the relative ‘naturalness’ of the language learning process’ that takes place there.
Making the point that, in a study abroad context, countries where English is spoken remain ‘a
constant background presence in foreign language learning’, they contend that the need for
effort can be negated and that classroom motivation can suffer (Ryan and Mercer 2011: 166).
Extrapolating from these ideas, it is not difficult to see how, in contexts where English is
near-ubiquitous in social discourse practices, out-of-school encounters with the language form
a similarly constant ‘background presence’ in instructed learning. Thus fertile ground for the
development of fixed language learning mindsets that privilege naturalistic acquisition is
provided. A mindset of this type can have a correspondingly negative effect on motivation to
engage in formal learning since, within the meaning framework it creates, causal attributions
will occur (Hong, Chiu, Dweck, Lin and Wan 1999). This means that in places where English
is a part of the everyday social fabric, students who attribute proficiency gains to encounters
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with English in everyday activities (as opposed to practice and effort expended in school and
on homework) are unlikely to regard effort expended on instructed learning as a particularly
worthwhile use of cognitive resources (Henry 2014). Energies, consequently, may be
channelled elsewhere.

Experiences of self-authenticity
In contexts where students have extensive encounters with English in everyday social
practices (see reports from e.g. Belgium (Kupens, 2010), Finland (Piirainen-Marsh and
Tainio, 2009) and Sweden (Sundqvist, 2009)), experiences in instructed settings and
naturalistic contexts can be very different. While interactions in English-mediated digital
environments (e.g. surfing the Net, playing digital games, engaging in online literacy
practices such as commenting on/contributing to web forums or writing fan fiction, watching
and creating films, video clips and vlogs etc.) can be engaging, creative and personally
meaningful, experiences in school can be altogether different. Even in countries with
progressive educational systems and curricula that promote intercultural aspects of language
learning, English lessons tend to be textbook-centred and offer little scope for personal
expression or the activation of what Ushioda (2011) refers to as students’ ‘transportable
identities’ (for recent discussions see also Henry 2013; Taylor 2013). In settings where
dissonances in students’ perceptions of in- and out-of-school encounters with English arise,
Henry (2013) suggests that awareness of these differences can impact negatively on
classroom motivation. Specifically, he maintains that the personally meaningful and highly
valued cognitive, emotional and aesthetic experiences gained in digital environments can have
the effect that students are encouraged to seek similarly self-congruent and aesthetically
powerful experiences elsewhere. Transitioning into the regimented and often mundane
environments of the language classroom, they are asked to engage in a very different type of
social practice. Not only do language classrooms often offer little scope for autonomy in the
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learning process (Murray, Gao and Lamb 2011) and provide limited opportunities for personal
expression (Ushioda 2011), but in school generally creativity and innovation go largely
unrewarded (Hayes and Gee 2010). For students learning English in contexts where
substantial periods of time are spent in English-mediated environments outside the classroom
– and within which they engage in personally-meaningful activities – school settings offer few
opportunities to experience similar types of aesthetic pleasure. The dissonances between these
very different experiences can, Henry (2013) argues, lead to the emergence of an ‘authenticity
gap’.
Authenticity is the experience of being true to one’s self and is generated when a person
does something that ‘fits’ with who they feel they are, and coheres with their own particular
view of the world (Kernis & Goldman, 2006; and in a SLA context see e.g. Kramsch, 2012).
Experiences of authenticity are linked to other emotions, such as pleasure, satisfaction,
contentedness and self-esteem. Authenticity can thus be regarded as an affective quality that
people are motivated to obtain (Huta & Waterman, 2013). Just as with other affective
dimensions of motivation, a person will be encouraged to do something if they believe that
the activity is ‘authentic’ and involves things that cohere or are congruent with their sense of
self (Henry, 2013; Vannini & Burgess, 2009). In contexts where students frequently engage in
personally meaningful activities in their leisure time, a lack of congruence between their sense
of self as a user/speaker of English in the classroom, and sense of self as a user/speaker of
English in out-of-school domains can arise. Aware of a sense of disempowerment in
classroom settings – the perception of lacking opportunities for self-realisation and an
inability to act in ways that are self-relevant and ‘authentic’ – students can experience what
Vannini and Burgess (2009) describe as a feeling of ‘frustrated authenticity’. It is the negative
emotion generated by experiences of dissatisfaction and lack of fulfilment associated with
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‘frustrated authenticity’ that, Henry (2013) contends, impacts negatively on motivated
learning behaviour.

Purpose
In an increasing number of settings students are encountering English in parallel
environments, in and out-of school. Not only is there often a substantial imbalance in the time
spent in these environments, but activities pursued in out-of-school settings can be perceived
as having greater personal meaning and as more identity-relevant. Drawing on emerging
research within the L2 motivation field into, (i) differing types of English language-speaking
identities and their impact on discrepancies between learners’ current and ideal L2 selves, (ii)
students’ beliefs about the efficacy of language learning in instructed and natural
environments, and (iii) differing experiences of self-authenticity when engaging with English
in different contexts, the purpose of this study is to consider the effects that these phenomena
have on motivated behaviour in instructed learning. In the context of a setting where students
have extensive out-of-school encounters with English, and using a design employing
structural equation modelling (SEM) techniques, three hypotheses were constructed:

H1 (a) Scores on a scale measuring students’ ideal L2 selves would be comparable to or
greater than those of similarly-aged students in 5 reference studies conducted in settings
where out-of-school encounters with English are less extensive and proficiency levels not as
high.
H1 (b) The correlation between the Ideal L2 Self and the criterion measure of intended effort
in school would be substantially weaker than in the reference studies.
H1 (c) The lower proportion of variance on the criterion measure can be explained by the
small discrepancy between the Current L2 Self and the Ideal L2 Self.
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H2 (a) Students’ attributions relating proficiency in English to instructed learning would be
positively related to the criterion measure of intended effort in school.
H2 (b) Students’ attributions relating proficiency in English to natural ability and naturalistic
out-of-school encounters would be negatively related to the same criterion measure.

H3 Students’ experiences of supressed self-authenticity when speaking English in school
would be negatively related to the criterion measure of intended effort in school.

Method

Setting
In recent years Sweden has experienced ‘an overwhelming Anglicization’ (Cabau, 2009: 134).
A near-ubiquitous presence, English can be regarded as functioning ‘as a second language in
the Swedish daily living environment’ (ibid.). In global terms, Swedish is a relatively small
language (with a little over 10 million speakers worldwide), and in Sweden subtitled TV
programs and films imported from the UK and USA constitute a large proportion of domestic
offerings. People in Sweden have high levels of proficiency in English. For example, more
14-15 year-old students than in any other European country achieve CEFR B2 ‘upper
intermediate user’ for receptive skills (European Commission 2012). A large majority of
secondary and upper secondary students gain passing grades or higher in English. Students
have positive beliefs about their capacity to use English, some 60% of primary school
students in a recent study rating their skills in English as ‘good’ or ‘very good’ (Sundqvist and
Sylvén 2014). In upper secondary schools CLIL programs are common (Sylvén 2013) and
increasing numbers of university programs are provided in English (Airey 2009).
Access to high-speed broadband Internet is widespread and in a recent survey of
‘networked readiness’, Sweden topped the list of 142 countries (World Economic Forum
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2012). Ownership of computers and mobile devices is almost universal and use of the Internet
and digital gaming are by far the most commonly reported free-time activities among 13-16
year-olds. Nearly half of all boys report playing digital games for more than three hours per
day, the four most popular games being either English-mediated or frequently played using
English-language settings (Swedish Media Council 2013). The three most popular TV series
in the 13-16 age bracket are all broadcast in English. When other English-mediated activities
– listening to music and reading books and magazines – are included in the overall picture, the
amount of time young people spend in English-language environments is substantial
(Sundqvist and Sylvén 2014). Sundqvist (2009), for example, found that outside school
students spent on average over 18 hours per week in English-mediated environments, while
Olsson (2011) found the average time to be in excess of 20 hours per week.
English is a core subject in the Swedish curriculum and most students start learning in the
first grade (age 7). By grade 6 (age 12), students usually have two 50- to 60-minute lessons
per week. Although learning environments in secondary school English classes are mostly
secure and supportive, motivation to engage in activities in English lessons is generally low.
Lessons are invariably constructed around commercially-produced learning materials,
teachers tend to adopt ‘one-size-fits-all’ approaches, and little use is made of digital
technologies. Few opportunities for oral interaction are on offer and the consistent use of
English throughout a lesson is rare. Students describe English classes as mundane and lacking
challenges. They also report being more comfortable using English outside school than inside
(Swedish Schools Inspectorate 2011; see also Henry 2014).

Participants
The participants were 116 first-year upper secondary students (m=61, f=55) taking a
compulsory CEFR B1.2-level course in English at an upper secondary school in a medium-
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sized provincial town in the West of Sweden. In terms of socio-economic and ethnic
background, the student population at the school does not differ to any great degree from the
general population of 16 to 19 year-olds in Sweden. The participating students are the total
populations of four programs (social sciences, natural sciences, art and design, and
technology) providing entry qualifications for higher education. A sample of this is size is
appropriate for the method of analysis used in the study as there is a long-standing consensus
that in SEM the asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood estimator can be relied
upon with samples around N = 100.

Instrumentation
A questionnaire comprised of a criterion measure (intended effort in school) and separate
measures for hypotheses 1 – 3 was used. Questionnaire items are provided in the online
Supplementary Data.

Criterion measure
To measure intended effort expended on learning English in school, four items employing 5point Likert response options and adapted from Taguchi, Magid and Papi (2009) (3 items) and
Csizér and Kormos (2009) (1 item) were used.

H1: Ideal and Current L2 Selves
To measure students’ Ideal and Current L2 Selves, two scales employing 5-point Likert
response options were used. Five items adapted from those used by Ryan (2009) measured the
Ideal L2 Self. Six similarly formulated items measured the Current L2 Self.

H2: Attributions
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To measure attributions relating proficiency in English to instructed learning, three items
focusing on work in school, homework and teaching were used. These were adapted from
measures used by Tremblay and Gardner (1995) to measure similar attributions (in turn
adaptations of Multidimensional-Multiattributional Causality Scale items (Lefcourt, von
Baeyer, Ware and Cox 1979)). To measure the attribution relating proficiency in English to
natural ability a similarly formulated single item was used. To measure attributions relating
proficiency in English to naturalistic out-of-school encounters one item (‘Locus of Learning’)
allowing 5 response options was used. This item had previously been included in a
questionnaire administered in a survey of Swedish students’ (n= 2868) beliefs and attitudes to
learning English (reported in Henry 2014). Here substantially more than half believed they
had learned more, or as much English outside school, 16% believing they had learnt most or
nearly all of their English outside school.

H3: Self-authenticity
To measure perceptions of supressed experiences of self-authenticity using English in school,
a scale consisting of four specially created items was used.

Piloting and procedures
A pilot questionnaire was administered to a class of 35 first-year upper secondary students
enrolled on similar programs at a different school. During the administration students were
invited to draw attention to formulations they perceived difficult to understand. Notes were
made of their comments. Immediately afterwards six students participated in a 35-minutelong focus-group discussion, going through the questionnaire again, item-by-item, thinking
aloud as they responded. Minor reformulations of certain items were made as a result.
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The questionnaire proper was administered to study participants personally by the first
author in December 2013. The administrations took place in the students’ ordinary classrooms
during morning lessons. On each occasion the first author was assisted by at least one
research assistant. Class teachers were present throughout the administrations.

Results

Missing data
The total amount of internal missing data were 14 scores distributed across the totality of
items. Although the amount of missing variables is very small, in order to include all the
collected information the missing data modeling procedure implemented in Mplus was used
(Muthén, Kaplan and Hollis 1987). This procedure yields unbiased estimates under relatively
moderate assumptions, all fully satisfied in the current study (Allison 2003; Schafer and
Graham 2002).

Hypotheses 1a and 1b
To test Hypotheses 1a and 1b comparisons were made with results from 5 reference studies
(Csizér and Lukács 2010; Dörnyei and Chan 2013; Kim 2014; Ryan 2009; Papi 2010), each
carried out with similarly-aged students and each reporting (i) mean scores for a measure of
the Ideal L2 Self, and (ii) correlations with a criterion variable of intended effort in school
(see Table 1). These studies were conducted in settings (Hungary, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan
and Iran respectively) where both available literature and anecdotal evidence indicate that, in
comparison to the current study, (i) English is not as extensively encountered in leisure-time
activities and out-of-school domains, and (ii) proficiency is not as high. While the mean score
of 4.27 (sd=0.713) obtained for the Ideal L2 Self measure in the current study is similar to
those reported in those reference studies using 5-point Likert scales (where it ranges between
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3.72 and 4.49), the correlation with the criterion measure of intended effort in school (r=.34)
is substantially lower (the range in the reference studies being between .62 and .75). This
means that the variance in intended effort accounted for by the Ideal L2 Self in the current
Swedish context (11.5%) is substantially lower than in all of the reference studies (where the
range is between 38.5% and 56%).

[TABLE 1 NEAR HERE]

Hypothesis 1c
To test Hypothesis 1c, structural equation modelling (SEM) was carried out using Mplus
(version 5) (Muthén and Muthén 2009) under the STREAMS (Gustafson and Stahl 2005)
environment. The aim was to ascertain (i) the extent of the discrepancy and (ii) the degree of
variance in the criterion variable accounted for.
As measures of model fit, the χ² goodness-of-fit test and the root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA) were used. For those cases where the χ² goodness-of-fit test did not
produce significant results, additional goodness-of-fit measures were deemed unnecessary.
Where the χ² goodness-of-fit test yielded a significant result, the RMSEA was used. Here an
acceptable model fit is indicated by values less than 0.08, while values less than 0.05 imply a
good model fit.
First, measurement models for effort (Effort), the Current L2 Self (Curr) and the Ideal L2
Self (Ideal) were tested to confirm the factor loadings and to ascertain the acceptability of the
model fit. These models, referred to respectively as Model A, Model B and Model C, are
shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

[FIGURE 1 NEAR HERE]
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[FIGURE 2 NEAR HERE]
[FIGURE 3 NEAR HERE]

Goodness-of-fit was good for all the three models (see Table 2). The standardized factor
loadings for Model A ranged from 0.42 to 0.79, for Model B from 0.74 to 0.92, and for Model
C from 0.58 to 0.84, all of which were significant.

[TABLE 2 NEAR HERE]

The difference between the Current L2 Self (m=4.124, sd=0.877) and the Ideal L2 Self
(m=4.272, sd=0.713) was 0.148. The Cohen’s d was 0.19 (which is small). To investigate the
variance on the criterion variable (intended effort in school) explained by this difference, a
nested factor model including the three measures was specified and tested. With the nested
factor approach, a general latent variable is identified for a domain of observations, along with
narrow latent variables which account for observed differences on subsets of variables. Such a
modeling approach is suitable in this case because we are interested in determining the
difference between the Current L2 Self and the Ideal L2 Self. A latent variable model was
constructed in such a manner that there is one general variable (Gen) which represents the
variance common to the Current L2 Self and the Ideal L2 Self, and one narrow latent variable
(Diff) which represents the difference between the two types of L2 self. The narrow latent Diffvariable was further related to the latent Effort-variable. Goodness-of-fit for the model (Model
D) was acceptable (see Table 2) ii. The standardized factor loadings, all significant, are shown
in Figure 4. The factor loading for Diff on Effort was 0.39 (t-value=3.696). This implies that
the variance in effort accounted for by the difference between the Current L2 Self and the Ideal
L2 Self was 15.2%.
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[FIGURE 4 NEAR HERE]

Hypotheses 2a and 2b
To test Hypotheses 2a and 2b, modelling procedures identical to those described above were
carried out. Five models were created, each attribution variable separately related to the latent
Effort-variable (Model A, see Figure 1):
- the Work in School attribution variable (Model E:1)
- the Homework attribution variable (Model E:2)
- the Teaching attribution variable (Model E:3)
- the Natural Ability attribution variable (Model E:4)
- the Locus of Learning attribution variable (Model E:5)
Estimates for each of these models are provided in Table 3.

[TABLE 3 NEAR HERE]

Positive correlations between the attribution and criterion variables were found for Models
E:1, E:2 and E:3. A negative correlation between attribution and criterion variables was found
for Model E:5. There was no significant correlation for Model E:4.
Hypothesis 3
To test Hypothesis 3 modelling procedures identical to those previously described were
carried out. Two models were created. First a measurement model for self-authenticity
(Model F; Figure 5), and then a model including both effort and self-authenticity, with a
relation between the two latent variables (Model G; Figure 6).
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[FIGURE 5 NEAR HERE]
[FIGURE 6 NEAR HERE]

Goodness-of-fit and p-values for the two models are provided in Table 4.

[TABLE 4 NEAR HERE]

The results indicate a negative although non-significant relationship between the predictor
variable (perceptions that use of English in classroom settings lacks the self-authenticity of
experiences of language use outside of the classroom) and the criterion variable (intended
effort in school).

Discussion
Hypothesis 1
In comparison with the findings reported in the reference studies, the scores of the current
participants on the Ideal L2 Self scale were, as hypothesised, similar or indeed greater. At the
same time the correlation between the Ideal L2 Self and the criterion measure (intended effort
in school) was markedly lower. The most plausible explanation for this lies in the nature of
the discrepancy between the Current L2 Self and the Ideal L2 Self which, as we have shown,
plays only a moderate role in accounting for the variance in intended effort in school.
Although it is impossible to compare the size of this discrepancy with other studies (current
L2 selves not normally being measured), the finding indicates that the magnitude is not
sufficient to generate motivation of a degree similar to that found in secondary school settings
in other parts of the world (or for that matter characteristic of the Ideal L2 Self construct
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generally, where it normally explains more than 40% of the variance on criterion measures
(Dörnyei and Ryan, 2015)).
As made clear in the description of the study’s setting, English is an integral part of the
social environment in which young people in Sweden grow up. Not only are competence
levels high, but many young people regularly engage in creative and identity-relevant
activities that are English-mediated, such as, for example, digital gaming and posting texts on
Internet forums. For these reasons the L2 identities of the students surveyed here are likely to
differ from those of similarly-aged counterparts in the settings in which the reference studies
were conducted. Whether the strength of the Current L2 Self is understood in the sense that
these students are close to fully achieving a bicultural identity (i.e. an identity encompassing a
robust English-speaking global identity alongside a local identity), or that they have hybrid
identities (where being a globally-involved, English-speaking person is central in experiences
of selfhood), the conception of the self as an English-user/speaker is not so much a distal,
idealized state to be aspired to or aimed at, as an immanent dimension of the learner’s current
identity.

Hypothesis 2
The findings that attributions relating proficiency in English to aspects of instructed learning
(schoolwork, teaching and homework) were positively related to the criterion measure
(intended effort in school), thus supporting the first hypothesis (2a), are hardly surprising.
Students who believe they develop skills in English largely due to instruction, work
undertaken in school and time spent doing homework are more motivated to study in school.
For the second hypothesis (2b) – that attributions relating proficiency in English to natural
ability and naturalistic out-of-school encounters would be negatively related to the same
criterion measure – the results were mixed. While a belief that most of what is known in
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English had been learned outside of school was negatively correlated with the criterion
measure (intended effort in school), for the attribution relating proficiency in English to
natural ability, support was not found for the hypothesised negative relation. While the first of
these findings aligns with Ryan and Mercer’s (2011) ‘fixed language learning mindset’
conceptualisation, in relation to the second – beliefs held about the primacy of natural ability
(the centrepiece of a ‘fixed mindset’) – the findings did not offer support. These results seem
again to be related to the presence and status of English.
In the setting investigated here, the presence of English is pervasive. It is not a ‘foreign’
language in the sense it is in settings were encounters and use in everyday environments are
less extensive. Although it needs to be emphasised that, in relation to English, children in
Sweden are not growing up in a societally bilingual/multilingual environment (i.e. where
outside of home and school social interaction takes place in a different language), they do
nevertheless find themselves in environments where English ‘co-exists’ (Edwards 2004)
alongside Swedish. Thus it is more than simply a ‘background presence’ (Ryan and Mercer
2011: 166).
Consequently, while there is a powerful logic to the idea that holding a belief that English
is mostly learnt outside school can impact negatively on the sense of urgency with which
classroom learning is undertaken, it does not follow that a sense of possessing a natural talent
for learning English will have the same effect. For some students, holding a belief about the
possession of natural talent could certainly encourage a ‘slackening off’ in classroom
learning, reliance placed instead on their innate talents to forge a pathway to success
(especially given the wealth of learning opportunities in informal environments). Others,
however, may value the more theoretically-oriented nature of classroom learning. For these
students instructed environments can provide them with opportunities that enable them to
more fully experience and express the range of their perceived talent. Indeed, in classroom
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settings, such learners could be spurred on by experiences of self-efficacy and welcome
opportunities to demonstrate ability. Although further research would be needed to investigate
the relationship between the two types of belief incorporated in Mercer and Ryan’s ‘language
learning mindset’ theory, the current findings suggest that in contexts where English is more
than just a ‘background presence’ in the learner’s mind, and is constituent in many common
social practices, belief constellations may differ.

Hypothesis 3
Although, as predicted, the results indicate a negative relationship between students’
perceptions of experiencing supressed self-authenticity using English in school and the
criterion measure of intended effort, the magnitude was not such to achieve statistical
significance. While it is not possible to draw any conclusions about students’ motivated
behaviour on the basis of this result, interesting methodological issues arise. These are
addressed in the general discussion.

General discussion

There are a number of important issues, conceptual, methodological and pedagogical, arising
from this study. Considering first the question of conceptualisations of identity in L2
motivation and the discrepancies between current and ideal L2 selves, one of the most
important conclusions is methodological. It needs to be recognised that designs incorporating
measures of the Ideal L2 Self capture only one element of a dichotomic process. Since much
of the current research adopting a possible selves approach continues to be conducted in parts
of the world (notably Japan, but also China, Hungary and Iran) where English is not generally
encountered in everyday environments, where levels of proficiency tend not to be as high as
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for example in Northern Europe, and where people are likely to have robust local identities,
measurement of the Ideal L2 Self in isolation is not perhaps a problem. It is fully reasonable,
as the reference studies cited here clearly indicate, to assume that a substantial discrepancy
between current and ideal L2 selves does exist. However, in that globalisation is leading to a
growing number of contexts where the everyday presence and use of English in social
practices is increasing, and English is becoming ever-more constituent in younger people’s
lives, this is an assumption that can become problematic. Consequently in the design of
research carried out in settings where English has a strong social and/or societal presence, it
would be advisable to include measures of both current and ideal L2 selves. This, as
MacIntyre and his colleagues rightly identified at the outset of possible selves-based L2
motivation research, is important. As they make clear, the ‘advantage of using a possible
selves approach lies in the comparison of the present and future states [and in] highlighting
the discrepancy between them to understand the sources of language learning motivation’
(Macintyre, Mackinnon and Clément 2009: 209).
In addition to this important methodological consideration, the question of the magnitude
of the discrepancy has pedagogical implications. In contexts where English is becoming an
increasingly important constituent in young people’s social and discourse practices, the gap to
be reduced between current and ideal selves may be rather small. Thus the Ideal L2 Self may
not generate the degree of motivation that it normally does, the construct usually emerging as
the single most important source of motivation (Dörnyei and Ryan 2015). How, then, should
teachers take account of this in their practice? MacIntyre, Mackinnon and Clément (2009)
suggest, for example, that in situations where ‘the self describes a respondent both now and in
the future, motivation for language learning and maintenance of the L2 self likely would come
primarily from the feared self’ (208). The longer-term efficacy of strategies directed to
triggering students’ feared L2 selves may however be questionable; nor might such an
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approach always be pedagogically appealing. Rather, in contexts such as that in focus here, a
more productive strategy might be to focus on aspects of ideal self-images that may, or could
potentially differ from current selves. Using the types of vision-generating techniques
advocated by Dörnyei and Kubanyiova (2014), teachers could encourage students to focus on
and/or develop aspects of their ideal L2 self not currently included in their current L2 selves.
In particular, for students who perceive themselves as comfortable, skilled speakers/users of
English in social domains (see e.g. Swedish Schools Inspectorate 2011; Henry 2014), it might
be of value to offer them opportunities to embellish and expand their ideal L2 selves by
generating self-in-future images in the types of professional, vocational, and higher education
domains that English language programs are designed to prepare them for.
Turning to the impact that students’ beliefs about natural ability and naturalistic acquisition
have on motivated behaviour, as Ryan and Mercer (2012) make clear, ‘language learning
mindsets’ can differ across social, cultural and educational contexts. It is also unlikely, as
commented on by the reviewers of this paper, that a learner can be characterised solely in
terms of having one type of mindset, or of possessing an implicit theory of learning that is
forever ‘fixed’. Not only do learners usually hold a range of beliefs, meaning they can be
placed on a continuum depending on how strongly such beliefs are held, but as a consequence
of contextual changes their position on such a continuum will generally shift. Thus it follows
that the nature of the discussions that teachers need to have with students about potentially
learning-impeding beliefs will need to differ depending both on the individual student, and the
particularities of the context in which teaching takes place (for an excellent discussion of
these issues see Gregersen and MacIntyre, 2014). For teachers of English whose students
participate in English-mediated free-time activities (or who return to the class after a study
abroad period), time spent talking with them about the beliefs they may hold about the
primacy of language learning in naturalistic environments could have an important impact on
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approaches to classroom learning. However, in relation to beliefs about aptitude, while efforts
directed to dispelling these types of inhibiting belief might have positive effects in settings
such as Austria or Japan (the countries in which Mercer and Ryan carried out their research),
in a Swedish setting time devoted to a similar cause may not be equally effective.
Consequently it becomes important for teachers to gain insights into the specific nature of
students’ particular language learning experiences and beliefs, and where they might be
placed on the ‘mindset continuum’.
Finally, turning to the question of differing experiences of self-authenticity and the effects
that self-appraisals can have on motivation, it is entirely possible that perceptions of
suppressed self-authenticity may not impact (either directly or indirectly) on effort expended
in the classroom. However it is also possible that the non-significant result has a
methodological explanation. First, it needs to be pointed out that, compared to beliefs and L2
self-guides, individuals’ appraisals of self-authenticity are to a much greater degree
situationally determined. As Vannini and Burgess (2009) make clear, self-authenticity
appraisals take place within the context of ongoing activities. Thus, even though L2 selfguides are dynamic constructs, subtly changing whenever they are activated (Henry 2015;
Markus and Kunda 1986), experiences of self-authenticity can differ more dramatically from
one moment to the next. This can make self-authenticity appraisals difficult to capture using
context-independent measurement techniques such as questionnaires, a fact recognised by
symbolic interactionist researchers working with state self-authenticity who, like Vannini and
Burgess (2009), generally employ research designs involving semi-structured interviews.
The second methodological issue that may explain the result is that, in any student group,
there is likely to be a range of varying experiences of encounters with English in naturalistic
contexts. In suggesting that experiences of frustrated authenticity could negatively affect
classroom motivation, Henry’s (2013) proposals are made in relation to digital gaming which,
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as an ever-growing number studies in the CALL field make clear, can provide rich and
rewarding English-mediated experiences (see e.g. Peterson, 2010). It is certainly true that
large numbers of young people in Sweden do play English-mediated digital games, and
engage in other creative activities that are mediated in English (e.g. writing fan fiction or
contributing to internet forums). However it needs also to be recognised that many free-time
activities involving English (net-surfing, watching TV, films and video clips, and listening to
music) are largely receptive. Furthermore, there is substantial variation in free-time exposure
to/use of English, some young people having very few contacts (Sundqvist, 2009). Students
who have few free-time contacts with English, or for whom largely receptive experiences lack
the intensity of more creative and interactive activities, are unlikely to experience a similar
sense of ‘frustratedness’ in class. Consequently, in order to ascertain whether experiences of
frustrated authenticity impacting on classroom behaviour can be found in a general population
of students or whether the phenomenon might only be characteristic for certain groups, a
sample of sufficient seize to enable the hypothesis to be tested for different sub-groups (as a
factor of the nature of English-mediated activities engaged in) would be needed.

Conclusion
The success that Dörnyei’s (2005) reconceptualization of L2 motivation as a process of selfdiscrepancy has had in shedding light on second language learners’ motivation is genuinely
remarkable. Not only has the paradigm been embraced by researchers from all corners of the
globe, but in the ten years since the launch of the L2 Motivational Self System model, over a
hundred empirically-based journal articles and anthology chapters have confirmed the
applicability of possible selves theory to language learning motivation, and the validity of its
central component, the Ideal L2 Self, in accounting for motivated behaviour (Dörnyei &
Ryan, 2015). Not only is the Ideal L2 Self now a widely recognised concept in SLA, but
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through practitioner-oriented volumes (Dörnyei and Kubanyiova, 2014; Dörnyei, Henry and
Muir, 2016; Hadfield & Dörnyei 2013; Gregersen and MacIntyre, 2014), it has also found its
way into language classrooms.
However, when a paradigm as powerful as the self-system approach achieves a dominant
status in its field there is a risk that central concepts are adopted uncritically and anomalies
ignored (Khun 1962). Framed within Ushioda’s (2013) observation of the increasing
difficulty of characterising interactions between motivation and context in general terms, the
current study suggests that, in settings where English has become a part of everyday cultural
practices and experiences, the strength of individuals’ current L2 selves can mean that the
idealized version – the English-speaking future self – lacks the power to align motivated
behaviour in a manner consistently demonstrated in other contexts.
Given the increasingly diverse and localised settings which, in the current era of
gloablisation, language learning takes place, it becomes necessary to consider the relative
prominence and strengths of learners’ ideal and current selves. This is important not only for
conceptual reasons, but also in terms of the implications for pedagogy in that teachers’ visionenhancement techniques need to be aligned with the nature of the relationship between
learners’ ‘now’ and ‘future’ L2 selves. In the current context, we have argued, teachers may
need to more narrowly direct the focus of L2 self-enhancing techniques to those dimensions
of students’ ideal selves that may be underdeveloped. Similarly, given that the findings
indicate that in the type of context investigated here, beliefs about the optimal nature of
naturalistic learning can have negative effects on classroom motivation, there is a need to
problematize such beliefs. The current study also indicates that work could usefully be carried
out identifying other factors that, in contexts newly emerging as a consequence of continuing
globalization, can influence students’ motivation to learn English. In this regard learners’
appraisals of self-authenticity appear as an avenue of enquiry that is particularly worthwhile.
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Finally, given that the current study drew exclusively on questionnaire-generated data,
interview-based studies where each of the three phenomena investigated could be examined in
greater depth would be of significant value.
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Figure 1. Measurement model for Effort (Model A).
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Figure 2. Measurement model for the Current L2 Self (Model B).
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Figure 3. Measurement model for the Ideal L2 Self (Model C).
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Figure 4. Difference between the Current L2 Self and the Ideal L2 Self on Effort (Model D).
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Table 1. Comparisons with reference studies for mean scores for the Ideal L2 Self
measured on 5-point Likert scales and correlations with criterion measures (Effort).
Study

r

Setting

Students

n

mean

Current study

.34

Sweden

16/17 yrs

116

4.27

Csizér & Lukacs (2010)*

.69**

Hungary

16/17 yrs

100

4.49

Dörnyei & Chan (2013)

.68

Hong Kong 13-15 yrs

172

3.62

Kim (2014)

.71

Korea

13-15 yrs

378

3.36

Kim (2014)

.69

Korea

16-18 yrs

1071

3.72

Ryan (2009)

.75

Japan

15-18 yrs

371

3.43***

Papi (2010)

.62

Iran

14-19yrs

1011

4.30***

Note: *students studying English as L2;** calculated from author-provided dataset;
*** measured on 6-point Likert scale.

Table. 2. Goodness-of-fit and p values for models A-D.

χ2 /df

Model

p-value

A

0.371/2

0.831ns

B

3.169/9

0.957ns

C

3.956/5

0.556ns

D

136.274/84

Note.

RMSEA

0.000

0.073

ns

= not significant.
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Table. 3. Standardized factor loadings, t-values, goodness-of-fit and p-values for
models E1-5.
Model

χ2 /df

on Effort

t-value

E:1

0.529

6.742

8.337/5

0.139ns

E:2

0.464

5.553

1.348/5

0.930ns

E:3

0.478

5.768

8.210/5

0.145ns

E:4

0.064

0.595ns

10.496/5

0.062ns

E:5

-0.400

5.503/5

0.358ns

-4.504

p-value

Note. E:1= Effort incl. Work in school attribution; E:2= Effort incl.
Homework attribution; E:3= Effort incl. Teaching attribution; E:4= Effort
incl. Natural Talent attribution; E:5= Effort incl. Locus of Learning
attribution; ns= not significant.

Table. 4. Goodness-of-fit and p-values for models F and G.
Model

χ2 /df

p-value

F

4.699/2

0.0954ns

G

12.424/19

0.8667ns

Note. F= Measurement model for Self-authenticity; G=
Self-authenticity on Effort; ns= not significant.

i

As one of the reviewers of this paper pointed out, conceptions of identity as either
‘bicultural’ or ‘hybrid’ are reifications, of which researchers working in other areas of SLA
might be critical. However in the L2 motivation field the notion of a ‘bicultural identity’ is the
currently accepted understanding of identities that emerge in many contexts, especially where
English is the target language (see Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015). Thus, while in other fields the
proposal that language learners develop hybrid identities might be criticized as reifying the
concept, in the L2 motivation field the proposal involves a step forward.
ii

According to some published rules of thumb (e.g., Kline, 2010), about 5 – 10 observations
are needed for each estimated parameter in SEM. This would imply that the current sample
size (116) is insufficient for estimating Model D (which includes 36 free parameters).
However, even though a larger sample than 116 observations would certainly have been
valuable, it should be noted that the number of observations is only one factor affecting the
power of a SEM model. The amount of interrelations among the observed variables is another
important factor (Brown, 2006), and in the current study this was substantial. The narrow
confidence interval of the RMSEA estimate for Model D (0.050 – 0.095) also indicates
adequate power of the model, as do small standard errors of the standardized factor loadings.
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